A high-pressure atomic force microscope for imaging in supercritical carbon dioxide.
A high-pressure atomic force microscope (AFM) that enables in situ, atomic scale measurements of topography of solid surfaces in contact with supercritical CO(2) (scCO(2)) fluids has been developed. This apparatus overcomes the pressure limitations of the hydrothermal AFM and is designed to handle pressures up to 100 atm at temperatures up to ∼350 K. A standard optically-based cantilever deflection detection system was chosen. When imaging in compressible supercritical fluids such as scCO(2), precise control of pressure and temperature in the fluid cell is the primary technical challenge. Noise levels and imaging resolution depend on minimization of fluid density fluctuations that change the fluid refractive index and hence the laser path. We demonstrate with our apparatus in situ atomic scale imaging of a calcite (CaCO(3)) mineral surface in scCO(2); both single, monatomic steps and dynamic processes occurring on the (1014) surface are presented. This new AFM provides unprecedented in situ access to interfacial phenomena at solid-fluid interfaces under pressure.